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THE ADAPTATION OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND 
EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT TO ENVIRONMENT CHANGES 
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The central engine of an organization’s development is communication. 
In order to exist and develop, the organization must appeal to its own 
messages regarding the configuration of a genuine identity and 
personality. The basis of this territory originates in the culture of each 
organization. They are made by and of the psycho-socio-professional 
group that created the culture of every company and “guarantees”, by a 
collective memory and endless energy, the internal and environmental 
communication. 
This field of tremendous importance, it’s out of Romanian management 
theoreticians and practitioners sight, both generally and in educational 
management. As a proof, no national and representative study has been 
done so far in this detriment†.  
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If the “vision”, the strategic thought was considered as a sine qua 
non condition of effective management in all the works about management, 
the necessary organizational competence for a chief organizer in the field of 
cultural constructions is generally not taken into account, in the detriment of 
reaching specific aims of each organization. We need to underline the 
importance of knowing and taking into account of organizational culture at 
this moment. 

First of all the knowledge about the functions of organizational 
culture stays at the base of recognizing and valuing the major importance 
that it has foe every organization, of any profile, dimension, economical 
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potential or belongingness of a certain national culture. In conclusion, we 
are going to point out the importance organizational culture at a company, in 
the context of promoting professional management of human resources. 

This explains why the factors of organizational culture were 
accepted fast by many managers in the developed countries. 

The words of one of the best specialists in management in the world, 
Henry Mitzberg, are important in this respect: “We will never be able to 
understand the complex reality of organizations if we keep studying it from 
the distance, with many regional factors. We learned how birds fly watching 
them while flying and not by examining the nests with radar”. 
The perception of the aspirations and expectations of the community of staff 
in a company, of the specific organizational behavior implied, offers an 
international superior base for fundamental decisions and for superior 
organized and practiced actions in the company. 

For a better understanding of organizational culture we have to 
understand first the reason of its existence that is to satisfy a series of 
fundamental necessities: the need for signification, the need for control, the 
need for positive feedback, the need for a direction, aim and sense of life in 
the organization, need for proper actions and the need for stability and 
security*. 

Another definition, evidently a more complex one, is given by two 
other American specialists, M.J. Stahl and D. W. Grigsby: organizational 
culture means a set of values, beliefs and major rules respected by the 
components of an organization. What is cultural- says Schein- is “naturally 
understood.” There is, continuously, a way of learning or optical change of 
the problems of the organization. The factors which assure stability and 
avoid confusion and anxiety are cultural elements which do not change or 
change very slowly and in that case the change is permanent. 

Cultural organization has a major importance and impact over the 
success of a company. 
 
 

THE ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE OF EDUCATIONAL 
INSTITUTIONS 
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Organization represents a structured collection of human and 

nonhuman resources reaching to set aims. In what organization in school is 
concerned from systematic point of view its main function is to transform 
the “incomes” (pupils, teachers, cultural knowledge and values, financial 
resources) in the desirable outcome (the results of school education: 
educated people, with the social authority coming from this education, new 
knowledge and information, new values, representations and other cultural 
elements, even products and money). 
   Its whole structure is subordinated to organizational mission, which 
is education. For this the manager has the functions in the frame of 
functional fields.  

The organizational culture is like the personality of a person: it is built 
with hard work, it changes even harder. The difference is that organizations 
have to change to survive. This is why I want to draw your attention to the 
fact that a general characterization of the culture of an organization with the 
dimension and diversity of the educational system is extremely difficult and 
there are different issues to take into account because*: 

• In all big organizations there is no monopole  and block type 
coherent culture  but only agglomerations of subcultures with a 
series of common features but which can have many specific 
components, even contradictory ones- we can give as an example the 
case of teachers appreciated by colleagues but not by pupils; 

• As the human personality is defined through those features which 
make it singular, the culture of a school is determined by what 
makes it different from other similar organizations- otherwise we 
could not explain the preference of pupils, parents or teachers for 
some of  institutions above the difference( real or imaginary) of 
value or of “image”; 

• As we can find big differences between the pupils of the same class 
more then regarding the classes in a school, the differences between 
the cultures of complete schools even being neighbors, can be bigger 
then those between historical fields. 
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Thus, general characterizations have a limited value; they are only for a 
general orientation, showing dominant points or tendencies and having 
validity in every educational organization. However, we consider the 
knowledge on this level absolutely necessary for every teacher and 
moreover for every principal or inspector, to be able to identify those 
cultural elements which are important in finding the ways to change things 
that should be changed and to keep the things that should be kept. 

The period after 1990 is marked by the appearance of new 
organizational approaches of management, some with a lot of conditioning 
and implications in relation with the organizational culture of the 
institutions. Without insisting over them, I list some of the most important 
issues on this level. 

The virtual organization of the institution implies major changes. 
The new system is based partially on other beliefs, expectations, 
organizational components, symbols, rituals and ceremonies of which 
construct needs a specific approach. Otherwise, virtual organization does 
not amplify but on the contrary it diminishes the performances of the 
institution. 
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